
Performance plus peace of mind. That’s the First Fiduciary Advantage.

Even with calamitous hurricanes and rising tensions with North Korea, the S&P 500 reached an all-

time high in the third quarter.  Growth stocks continued to outperform value, as investors 

remained sanguine about taking risk.  Interest rates exhibited considerable volatility during the 

quarter but finished only modestly higher. First Fiduciary’s portfolios continued to produce solid 

absolute returns year-to-date while maintaining a lower risk profile than the overall market.  

Despite strong absolute performance, many active managers have not kept pace with the S&P 

500, leading some investors to ask if passive investing through index funds and ETFs is a better 

approach. We believe passive investing involves significant risks that many investors fail to 

consider. Passive investing, by definition, is price agnostic. This means that passive investment 

vehicles do not consider the price of an investment; they automatically buy more as the price 

goes higher. This notion of blindly buying more as the price rises is anathema to us. First Fiduciary 

takes great care to ascertain the fair value of securities and buys only when we believe the price 

represents a good opportunity for clients.

In the midst of a broad bull market for equities, the potential benefits of passive management are 

clear. If all equities are going up, why not own a cheap solution? However, as history has 

repeatedly shown, price corrections do occur. When markets head downward, the same buyers 

who are “price agnostic” today will, as passive investors, turn into indiscriminate sellers.

3Q17 Contribution Analysis

An analysis of First Fiduciary’s quarterly return compared to the benchmark S&P 500 Value Index 

showed the largest contributor to performance was the technology sector.   Our stocks performed 

better and we were overweight relative to the index. In particular, Intel was the top performer for 

the sector and in the overall portfolio, with a total return of 13.7% for the quarter.  Management is 

progressing nicely with its transformation from a PC-focused company to a data-centered model 

with more than 40% of revenue now coming from its data group. The data group is experiencing 

double-digit growth rates and the PC business is showing signs of stability.

The greatest detractor from performance for the quarter was in the financial sector. Our holdings 

did not perform as well as those of the benchmark and we were underweight the sector, resulting 

in a negative contribution. 

Portfolio Change

During the quarter, First Fiduciary initiated a position in Altria Group (MO) after the stock dropped 

20% following the FDA’s proposal to reduce nicotine levels in cigarettes.  Altria is the largest 

producer of tobacco products in the U.S.  Its high quality management team has deftly handled 

regulatory hurdles in the past, and we believe they will be able to do so again. Additionally, 

Altria’s opportunity to be the exclusive seller of Philip Morris International’s (PM) reduced risk 

tobacco products in the U.S. offers meaningful growth potential in the intermediate-term. The 

company’s 4.2% dividend yield and its underappreciated 10% ownership stake in Anheuser-Busch 

InBev also attracted us to the shares. Concurrently, we trimmed holdings of Philip Morris 

International to limit exposure to the tobacco sector and to take advantage of the over 20% 

advance in PM’s share price year-to-date.
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